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Today’s agenda

► Current State

► Overview of employer mandate and IRS reporting

► Employer reaction

► Risk assessment and internal controls

► Impact of Federal and State Exchanges on employers

► Business process and IT system changes
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Where we are now

The inaugural open
enrollment period in

the ACA’s health
insurance

Exchanges ends on
31 March

With the release of
the final regulations

on employer
mandate and
information
reporting, all

regulatory guidance
to carry out the

employer mandate
is in place

Enforcement
begins

1 January 2015
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Hypothetical timeline for a calendar year plan

► Gather data needed
to complete the look-
back (using 6 month
transitional method)

4/1/14 11/1/14

2016

► Complete look-back to
identify eligible
employees

► Alert employees of any
premium tax credit
impact

► Educate business units
on Marketplace process

► Begin tracking required
data needed by month
by entity for §6055 and
§6056 reporting

► Evaluate any FAS 5
implications for CY
taxpayers

► Complete and send out
individual statements
(1095-C)

► Complete and send out
§6055 and §6056
reports

10/1/14

► Open enrollment for the
company

► Be prepared to track
notices received from
the Marketplaces

► Ability to analyze and
appeal the notices

► Open enrollment at the
state Marketplaces
begins (15 November)

1/1/15 1/31/16 3/31/16

System design and testing

► Receive and
analyze IRS
assessment,
if applicable

2016
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ACA: impact on sources of health coverage
2014 vs. 2024

157
42

45

23 6

2014 Employer

Medicaid
and CHIP*

Uninsured

Non-group
and other
coverage
Exchanges

162
48

31

23
24

2024 Employer

Medicaid
and CHIP*

Uninsured

Non-group
and other
coverage
Exchanges

Share of non-elderly population with health coverage (including unauthorized immigrants)
is projected to increase from 84% in 2014 to 89% in 2023.

Millions of non-elderly Americans.
*Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP)
Source: Congressional Budget Office, The Budget and Economic Outlook: 2014 to 2024, February 2014.



What is your company’s top concern with respect
to implementing the Affordable Care Act?

15%
System design Exposure to the

excise tax
Reporting

Financial statement
considerations

Not concerned

45% 16%

12% 12%
Source: 13 March 2014 poll of EY webcast attendees



What is your greatest difficulty complying with the
employer mandate?

21%
Determining

employee status

Cost of expanding
coverage

Counting hours
worked by employees

Already in
compliance

20%

27%32%
Source: 13 March 2014 poll of EY webcast attendees



What are your biggest concerns about information
reporting?

12%

Collecting Social
Security numbers for

all dependents

Cost of
compliance

Configuring systems
to collect

necessary  data

Ability to
comply in time

41%

34%13%
Source: 13 March 2014 poll of EY webcast attendees
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Today’s agenda

► Current State

► Overview of employer mandate and IRS reporting

► Employer reaction

► Risk assessment and internal controls

► Impact of Federal and State Exchanges on employers

► Business process and IT system changes
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Employer mandate final regulations
Highlights and implications for employers
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Section 4980H: employer mandate excise tax

Employers who do not offer coverage may subtract the first 30 (80 in 2015) workers when
calculating their liability for taxes under IRC §4980H(a). Taxes under IRC §4980H(b) are
capped at an amount not to exceed an employer’s potential tax under IRC §4980H(a).

► If a large employer does not offer
coverage to its full-time employees
and their dependents, employers face
a tax of:
► $2,000 x the total number of Full-

Time Employees (FT) if at least
one FT is receiving a premium
assistance tax credit

► Minimum of 95% (70% for 2015) of
FT employees offered coverage
constitutes offer to its employees

► If a large employer offers coverage to
their full-time employees and their
dependents but the coverage is
unaffordable to certain employees or
does not provide minimum value,
employers face a penalty of:
► The lesser of $3,000 x the number

of FTs receiving a premium
assistance tax credit or $2,000 x
the total number of FTs

Penalty for unaffordable coverage –
IRC §4980H(b)

Penalty for no coverage –
IRC §4980H(a)
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Highlights of final regulations Section 4980H

► Flexible rules to determine full-time employees and
affordable offer of coverage

► Transition relief for:
► Smaller employers with fewer than 100 full-time equivalent

employees (FTEs)
► Large employers who offer coverage to at least 70% of their

full-time employees
► Non-calendar year plans
► Dependents
► Contributions to multiemployer plans

► Details on how the excise tax is assessed
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Who is a full-time employee?

► Full-time employee: Defined as an employee who works on average
30 hours per week, per month or 130 hours of service per calendar
month

► Hours of service: Each hour for which an employee is paid or
entitled to payment; equivalency rules available for nonhourly
employees

► General rule: Employees who are classified or determined to be full
time on date of hire must be offered coverage by the first day of the
fourth month following date of hire
► Requires coordination with a separate ACA rule prohibiting waiting periods

of more than 90 days.

► Lookback/measurement methods: Available for newly hired part-
time, seasonal, and variable hour employees to determine when they
are treated as full-time employees
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Complexities of full-time status
determination

► Hourly employees: Must count actual hours paid or
entitled to payment

► Determining employee status
► Variable hour employees

► Seasonal employees

► Short-term employees

► Lookback measurement method complexity
► Cost of compliance
► Administration and systems challenges
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When is coverage “affordable”?

► Affordability general rule: Employee’s premium share
for self-only coverage providing minimum value cannot
exceed 9.5% of employee’s “household income”

► Safe harbors
► W-2 wages
► Rate of pay
► Federal poverty line

► Complexities
► Use of different safe harbors for employee categories
► Reductions in rate of pay
► Change in employee status
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How is the excise tax assessed?

► Penalties are assessed separately on each employer
(each member of a controlled group)

► Non-assessment period – no penalty for first three full
months after date of hire

► 2015 transition rules
► Relief from Section 4980H(a) if offer to at least 70% of

full-time employees; permanent rule is 95%
► Non-calendar year plans
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Information reporting final regulations
Highlights and implications for employers
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Sections 6055 and 6056: information
reporting rules

Provide report to individuals and
IRS with evidence of minimum
essential coverage to administer
individual mandate

Provide report to IRS and
individuals with evidence of offer
of coverage to administer
employer mandate and premium
tax credit

Insurance providers, government
agencies, multiemployer plans,
employers that sponsor self-
insured plans

Large employers subject to ACA

► Employer- and employee-
specific data such as name,
address, TIN for individuals
covered by Minimum
Essential Coverage

► Each month during which
individual is covered

► Employer identifying
information

► Identifying information for all
full-time employees

► Plan data including employee
cost, time offered, etc on a
month-by-month basis

► 31 January reports to
employees

► 31 March report to IRS

► 31 January reports to
employees

► 31 March report to IRS

New Form 1095-C (combined
6055/6056 reporting)

New Form 1095-C (combined
6055/6056 reporting)
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Highlights of final regulations Sections 6055
and 6056

► Generally incorporate reporting requirements outlined in
the proposed rules

► Provide limited options for streamlined reporting of
employer offer of coverage in specific circumstances

► Generally require employers and insurers to collect Social
Security numbers for primary insured, covered spouses
and dependents to report minimum essential coverage
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Section 6055 general rules

► Information to be reported under IRC §6055:
► The name and tax payer identification number (TIN) of each

individual enrolled
► The name and address of the primary insured who submits

the application for coverage
► Months during which the individual is enrolled in minimum

essential coverage
► For coverage offered in 2015, information returns must be

provided to individuals by 1 February 2016, and to the IRS
by 31 March 2016

► Reporting via Form 1095-C employee statement and
Form 1094-C employer transmittal (6055/6056 combined)
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Complexities of Section 6055 reporting

► Taxpayer Identification Numbers (TINs): Must report TIN of
the primary insured and each individual covered under the
policy and the months that the individuals were covered
► Birth date of dependent may be reported if employer made a

“reasonable effort” to obtain the TIN

► Three efforts must be made to obtain the TIN to avoid filing
penalties

► Electronic filing permitted
► Employee consent and other requirements apply

► Reports filed by employing entity for self-funded plans
► Third party may be designated to file on behalf of the employer
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Section 6056 general rules

► General reporting method:
► Number of full-time employees, by month
► For each full-time employee, months when coverage was

available
► For each full-time employee, the employee’s share of the

lowest-cost monthly premium for self-only coverage
► Additional information, some by indicator code

► For coverage offered in 2015, information returns must be
provided to individuals by 1 February 2016, and to the IRS
by 31 March 2016

► Reporting via Form 1095-C employee statement and
Form1094-C employer transmittal (6055/6056 combined)
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Section 6056 alternative reporting methods

► Qualifying offer: Employer reports only employee’s name, TIN,
address, and indication that qualifying offer was made for the full year
respect to any full-time employees for whom the employer certifies:
► Full-time employee had offer of self-only coverage that meets

minimum value and costs no more than 9.5% of the federal poverty
line (approximately $92 per month for 2015) for all 12 months

► Offer of minimum essential coverage was made to the employee’s
spouse and dependents

► No separate identification of full-time employees:
Employer may report without separately identifying its full-time
employees if it certifies:
► 98% of employees for whom employer reports received an

offer of affordable coverage (safe harbors apply) that meets
minimum value
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Complexities of Section 6056 reporting

► Determining whether either alternative reporting method is
viable

► Collecting volume of information
► Identifying full-time employees
► Awareness of application of penalties

► $100 per return, capped at $1.5 million
► Reasonable cause waiver available
► Good faith compliance in 2015 for accuracy penalty
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Today’s agenda

► Overview of employer mandate and IRS reporting

► Employer reaction

► Risk assessment and internal controls

► Impact of Federal and State Exchanges on employers

► Business process and IT system changes
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Summary of key employer burdens

► Ability to track employees by entity through their initial and ongoing
measurement/stability periods

► Identify employees who should be under an offer of coverage
► Ability to track by month by entity all the required fields for §6055 and §6056

reporting

Systems readiness

► Define eligible employees using look-back method
► Monitor ongoing employment status based on actual hours worked by entity
► Monitor 4980H(a) excise penalty risk by entity (95% rule, 70% for 2015)
► Identify data location of all data elements required for employer reporting
► §6055 and §6056 reporting data by month by entity

► Designate a team responsible for promptly analyzing and responding to
Marketplace queries or Notices

► Ensure that systems are programmed for the ability to pull the required data to
track and respond to Notices

► Establish a process to ensure the notices are circulated to the correct team to
respond (i.e.; educate mail room, managers, business unit leaders, etc.)

Analytics and
reporting

Interaction with
Marketplaces

► Distribute Fair Labor Standards Act Section 18B notices to all new hires within 14
days of start date

► Develop a comprehensive employee communication plan to facilitate the
Exchange process including: employee education workshops, additional call
center staffing/support to address ACA queries, web-based education & tools, and
escalated employee queries.

Employee
communications
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Excise tax penalty: practical considerations

Section 4980H(a)

► Must offer coverage to 95% (70% for 2015) of full-time employees

► If greater than 5% “missed,” employers face an excise tax of $2,000 x the total
number of full-time employees if at least one full-time employee is receiving a
premium assistance tax credit

Practical considerations
► Benefit brokers/administrators often focused on plan design and who is currently

covered
► 4980H requires companies to review workforce to determine who is not covered

under the plan
► Most companies have not yet performed a sufficient workforce analysis
► Most companies, including professional organizations with generous benefits,

exclude certain categories, which could result in exceeding the 5% thresholds
► Review and documentation of controls requires cross-functional involvement
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► US GAAP - ASC 450 Contingencies (FAS 5 pre-codification) applies -
Use probable and estimable concepts

► Excise tax liability under Section 4980H will often be material
► Liability should be recorded for estimated excise taxes
► If no liability recorded, company needs to demonstrate internal

controls are in place to mitigate excise tax liability

CFO questions:
1. Do you feel comfortable signing off on the financial statements, given

the possibility of a material excise tax accrual?
2. Have the internal controls been reviewed and documented for

purposes of the external audit?

Affordable Care Act
Financial statement/internal control implications
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Timing: financial statement impact and
internal controls

► Employer mandate excise tax is effective January 2015

► Need to accrue for the tax when it is incurred

► Once aware of the exposure (potentially prior to incurring the
liability), should be disclosed as a Risk Factor in the public
filings at the time company becomes aware of it, even though
the liability had not crystallized yet

► If fiscal year accounting year, timing for this accrual could
potentially be during an accounting year that begins in 2014

► For calendar year companies, organizations should be working
now to develop internal controls to mitigate the risk of this
liability, considering Q1 2015 audit procedures
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“Triggers” for ASC 450 liability exposure
High risk industries/workforce demographics

► Industries
► Restaurant/hospitality/retail
► Healthcare
► Universities
► Manufacturing
► Amusement parks
► Call centers
► Technology
► Sports teams/venues
► Staffing companies
► Real estate management
► Landscaping
► Janitorial
► Airlines
► Engineering/construction
► Media & Entertainment

► Workforce demographics
► Hourly workforce
► Contingent workers/independent

contractor
► Labor from staffing companies
► Rehires
► Leaves of absence
► Seasonal workers
► On-call workers
► Per diem workers
► Adjunct faculty
► Commissioned employees
► Interns/co-ops
► Cross border inbound workforce
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Examples of types of internal controls to be
assessed, implemented and documented

► Tax memo documenting full-time employee determination
– lookback, rehires, leaves of absence, system controls

► System to document offer and waiver of coverage

► Calculation to demonstrate 95% of full-time employees
offered coverage (70% in 2015)

► Overtime approval/scheduling controls

► IT systems controls to “flag” workers approaching 30
hours per week

► Contingent worker controls – policies and operations
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Compliance challenges with a contingent
workforce

► The “common law employer” is responsible for providing
health care coverage to full-time employees

► Many professional employer organizations/staffing
agencies may not see themselves as the employee’s
common law employer

► Contract terms will not always alleviate common law
employer responsibility

► Determined based on the IRS’ control factors test

► The IRS has renewed its focus in this area
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Example: contingent workers

► 20,000 full-time employees
► 2016 threshold of 5% of 20,000 = 1,000 excludable
► 5,000 contingent workers
► Potential excise tax is $40m if 1,001 are misclassified in 2016
► Need to document internal controls around contingent worker

process
► Hiring/onboarding
► Extensions of projects
► Review operations as compared to IRS factors
► Review contract if through an agency
► Review staffing agreements regarding higher fees for covered

workers
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Today’s agenda

► Overview of employer mandate and IRS reporting

► Employer reaction

► Risk assessment and internal controls

► Impact of Federal and State Exchanges on employers

► Business process and IT system changes
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Employer communications with employees,
Exchanges and the IRS for 2014

Step 1
► Employer under Fair Labor

Standards Act provides
employees with information
about coverage and
availability of Exchanges by
1 October 2013

Step 2
► Employee provides

Exchange with information
to determine eligibility for
the premium tax credit

► Individual application
includes optional employer
coverage form

Step 3
► Exchange makes

preliminary eligibility
determination regarding
the premium tax credit

► Exchanges may contact
some employers in 2014 as
part of sample review
verification process

Step 4
► Exchange notifies employer

that employee may receive
a premium tax credit

► Employer may appeal
Exchange’s determination
of employee’s eligibility
within 90 days

Step 5
► Employer has option of

filing information with IRS
and employee for 2014
(mandatory for 2015)

► Employee files personal
return

Step 6
► Employee’s receipt of

premium tax credit subject
to reconciliation

► Delayed one-year under
transition period

► Assessment of employer
tax penalties, employer
appeals process to IRS
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Sample premium tax credit employer notice
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Exchanges: early signs for companies

► Exchange communication with employers will vary
► Verification of employee eligibility for premium tax credits
► Content of notices to employers
► Appeals processes
► Time to respond

► Common themes
► Use of third parties
► Paper notices to employers
► Employer contact information
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► Overview of employer mandate and IRS reporting
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Systems considerations

§6051

§6055

§6056

Employee
master data

Time and
attendance

Payroll

Benefits
administration

Consolidated
data

Labor
scheduling

Outsourced providers

Where is the data?

Contingent
worker

database
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Monthly information to capture

► For each full-time employee (and part-time employee offered
coverage):
► Was minimum essential coverage providing minimum value offered:

► To the employee only
► To the employee’s spouse
► To the employee’s dependents

► Employee’s share of lowest-cost monthly premium for self-only coverage
providing minimum value

► Was an employee’s effective date of coverage affected by a waiting period
► Which employer met one of the affordability safe harbors

► Name, address, and tax identification number for the primary insured
and each individual enrolled in minimum essential coverage

► Months during which the individual is treated as having minimum
essential coverage (in place of dates of coverage)
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Compliance challenges and considerations
Policy and process considerations

► Reporting must be done on an entity-by-entity basis
► The employer must decide whether to identify full-time employees on

a monthly basis using the snapshot method, or over a period of time
► Monthly figures may require splitting pay period information
► Actual hours of service must be counted and recorded
► Eligibility policies must be revised to be based on actual hours of

service
► Decisions regarding the length and timing of the look-back period

must be made well in advance of reporting deadlines
► Information regarding previous employees must be stored and readily

available for rehire purposes
► Information regarding benefits offered and the associated costs must

be captured on a monthly basis
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Need for cross-functional teaming

Benefit
plan

design

IRS
information
reporting

Internal
controls

Responding
to state

Exchange
notices

Financial
statement

impact
Estimating
tax accrual

Planning
for

increased
costs

Employee
communi-

cations

New tax
forms and
payment

Tax ü ü ü ü ü

Payroll ü ü ü

Human
resources
(HR)

ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü

Operations ü ü ü ü

Information
technology
(IT)

ü ü ü

Financial/
accounting ü ü ü ü ü ü

Internal
audit ü ü

Legal ü ü
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Disclaimer

► This material has been prepared for general informational purposes
only and is not intended to be relied upon as accounting, tax or other
professional advice. Please refer to your advisors for specific advice.

► The views expressed by the presenters are not necessarily those of
Ernst & Young LLP.

► This presentation is © 2014 Ernst & Young LLP. All Rights Reserved.

EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services. The insights and quality
services we deliver help build trust and confidence in the capital markets and in economies the world
over. We develop outstanding leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all of our stakeholders.
In so doing, we play a critical role in building a better working world for our people, for our clients and
for our communities.

EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of the member firms, of Ernst & Young
Global Limited, each of which is a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company
limited by guarantee, does not provide services to clients. For more information about our organization,
please visit ey.com.

Ernst & Young LLP is a client-serving member firm of Ernst & Young Global Limited operating in the US.
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Circular 230 disclaimer

► Any US tax advice contained herein was not intended or
written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of
avoiding penalties that may be imposed under the Internal
Revenue Code or applicable state or local tax law
provisions.

► These slides are for educational purposes only and are
not intended, and should not be relied upon, as
accounting advice.


